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This makes development faster and easier, and debugging a lot easier. Group Membership Group Membership
in eDirectory is actually four links between two objects. All four of these are DN references, so that if an
object moves, the links are updated so that everything is still correct. All four of them are also multi-valued, so
that a User can be a member of more than one Group, and a Group can have more than one member. To
correctly add a User to a Group, then, is really four object updates. These can be done in any order, but all four
must be done. In an LDIF file, these four updates would be expressed like: Some other directory services do
things differently. In Active Directory, for example, only the Group is ever updated. It has one link back to the
User object that is a member of the group, but the User has no link to the Group object. While eDirectory is
happy to let you do this, it does not help you out by filling in the missing three attributes. Identity Manager
can watch for changes to an attribute, and can then apply policies to update other attributes, on other objects,
as needed. So all it has to do, in this case, is watch for changes to Member Group and reflect them as updates
to Group Membership on the User, and watch for updates to Group Membership User and reflect them as
updates to Member on the Group. This implements a Subscriber channel only and is handy for things like this
where we want to watch eDirectory for something to happen, then do something about it in eDirectory. The
Filter In order to make this work both ways, the Identity Manager driver Filter must be configured to watch for
changes to User or Group objects. If either one changes, we want to do something about it. If the Member
attribute is changing, we know that a User is being added to, or removed from, this Group. Since add and
remove can be in the same event document, this rule has to handle both. If the Group Membership attribute is
changing, we know that this User is being added to, or removed from, a Group. Second, a nodeset local
variable GroupAddMember is created to contain the Group s that this user is being added to. Third, a nodeset
local variable GroupRemoveMember is created to contain the Group s that this user is being removed from.
Then, a pair of do-for-each loops are used to loop through the add and remove nodesets, generating events for
the Group s adding or removing the needed Member values. The rest of the story I did not mention the
Security Equals and Equivalent To Me attributes in the descriptions of the two rules, yet looking at the
DirXML Script code for the rules you can see that these are being handled just like the Group Membership
and Member attributes.
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Looking for consumer information? Before configuring the Windows Update for Business Group Policy
settings, consider a deployment strategy for updates and feature updates in your environment. Windows 10
version , however, has a new Group Policy setting that allows you to delay feature updates for both CB and
CBB, broadening the use of the CB servicing branch. Note The terms feature updates and quality updates in
Windows 10, version , correspond to the terms upgrades and updates in version To use Group Policy to
manage quality and feature updates in your environment, you must first create Active Directory security
groups that align with your constructed deployment rings. Most customers have many deployment rings
already in place in their environment, and these rings likely align with existing phased rollouts of current
patches and operating system upgrades. Configure Windows Update for Business in Windows 10 version In
this example, you use two security groups to manage your updates: Ring 4 Broad business users and Ring 5
Broad business users 2 from Table 1 in Build deployment rings for Windows 10 updates. This phase typically
occurs after testing on Current Branch CB devices. The Ring 5 Broad business users 2 group consists of the
first line-of-business LOB users, who consume quality updates after 1 week and feature updates 1 month after
the CBB release. Note Although the sample deployment rings specify a feature update deferral of 2 weeks for
Ring 5, deferrals in Windows 10, version are in increments of months only. Windows 10 version does not
support deferment of CB builds of Windows 10, so you can establish only one CB deployment ring. In version
and later, CB builds can be delayed, making it possible to have multiple CB deployment rings. This is not a
requirement: Right-click Defer Upgrades and Updates, and then click Edit. Enabling this policy setting sets
the receiving client to the CBB servicing branch. Specifically disabling this policy forces the client into the
CB servicing branch, making it impossible for users to change it. Defer upgrades for the following. This
option allows you to delay feature updates up to 8 months, a number added to the default CBB delay
approximately 4 months from CB. Defer updates for the following. This option allows you to delay the
installation of quality updates on a Windows 10 device for up to 4 weeks, allowing for phased rollouts of
updates in your enterprise, but not all quality updates are deferrable with this option. Table 1 shows the
deferment capabilities by update type. Pause Upgrades and Updates. Quality updates will resume after 35
days, and feature updates will resume after 60 days. For example, deploy this setting as a stand-alone policy to
the entire organization in an emergency. Table 1 summarizes the category of update in Windows 10 and how
long Windows Update for Business can defer its installation.
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Dynamics online This feature requires that you have an Office subscription or a subscription to an online
service such as SharePoint Online or Exchange Online. For more information, see What is Office and how
does it relate to Dynamics online? Other Office plans are not supported. For more information on licensing
and pricing, see: Licensing and Pricing Guide. Provision Office Groups Office Groups is a Dynamics solution
you provision from your Office admin portal. Exchange Online is already properly configured for Microsoft
Dynamics online organizations as a part of Office Server-based SharePoint integration is also required to
enable the group OneNote notebook. Browse to the Office admin center and sign in using Office Global
administrator credentials. Click the Instances tab. Choose your instance, and then click Solutions. Select
Office Groups and then click Install. Review the terms of service and then click Install. Once installation of
the solution has completed, you can configure Office Groups. Note When you install a solution, your
Dynamics online site is taken offline in maintenance mode for a short time. You can add or remove this
privilege from custom or default security roles to meet your business needs. Choose the security role to check
and then click the Customization tab. Click Save and Close. Configure Office Groups Once you provision
Office Groups, you can enable them for any entity. Security group membership is associated with the entity.
You configure Office Groups in Dynamics online. On the Office Groups Settings page, click Add entity and
choose an entity from the drop-down list. Repeat this step for each entity you want to enable, including custom
entities. Optionally, you can click Auto-create for an entity to have a new group automatically created when a
new record for that entity is created. However, we recommend you choose this option only for entities that
typically require large groups to collaborate. When you have added all the entities you want to enable for
Office Groups, click Publish All. All of your pending system customizations will be published, including
those you may have saved but not published in another area. See Help and Training: Collaborate with your
colleagues using Office Groups. Use the Office Connectors for Groups Use the Office Connectors for Groups
to connect new or existing Office Groups with Dynamics online so the group is notified when new activities
are posted. To set it up, follow these steps: Tip Sign in to your Office Outlook. Create or choose an Office
Group. Scroll down to Dynamics Online, and then click Add. If you have access to more than one Dynamics
online instance, choose which instance to connect to this Office Group. If you only have access to one
Dynamics online instance, this step will be skipped and you will advance to the next step. Choose the
Dynamics record you want to connect this Office Group to, and then click Save. Once connected, the
Dynamics online connector shows up at the top of the connection list with a summary of connected records.
To delete a connected record, click View, and then click Remove. Note Note the following about the Office
Connectors for Groups: Only account, lead, and opportunity records are supported. You can connect up to five
records. Only task type activities are sent to the group as connector cards. The activity appears as a new
conversation in a card format in the Group. The fields in the card shown in the Group conversation are not
customizable. Nothing is required in Dynamics to make the connector work. For sensitive information, you
should connect your Dynamics record to a private group where only approved members can view contents.
For public groups, everyone in the org has access to view contents. See "Public and private Office groups" in
Learn more about groups. If Office Groups appears as an available solution in the CRM Online
Administration Center, but you receive the following error when trying to install: Please try again later. Users
will only be able to share the data that they have access to, and Administrators can limit the data that is shared
by limiting the access privileges of their users.
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Home September Updated: Cisco Business Edition Solutions Updated: Have you reached the point where your
voice system is maxed out? Or your users talk about how hard it is to reach co-workers and work together
productively? If you have, these conditions suggest you consider a collaboration solution. But perhaps you are
unsure if you want to deploy a major new IT installation. They were designed for large-scale organizations
supporting or more users, thousands of devices, and multiple collaboration applicatio ns. With Cisco BE you
can try a group of collaboration technologies with a subset of employees and then scale up quickly. Pay as you
grow, rather than making a large initial outlay. Cisco BE is optimized for enterprise-scale organizations with
1, to 5, users and 3, to 15, devices, but offers a great fit for smaller deployments where fast growth is expected.
And by stacking additional servers, deployments larger than 5, users can be supported at anytime. The BE
solution is extremely versatile. Each system is preloaded with premium voice, video, mobility, messaging,
conferencing, instant messaging and presence, and contact center applications. You can add others as you
choose from a broad selection of Cisco DevNet third-party partner applications. Combine the wealth of
applications and the building block design, and you have a solution designed to get your users collaborating
quickly and easily. And you have a very wide choice of collaboration applications. You can deploy the Cisco
BE for your large organization with 1, to 5, users with expanding collaboration needs. This versatile platform
lets you easily add new applications as your needs change. This high-density model typically supports from 5
to 10 collaboration applications in deployments sized for 1, to 5, users, 3, to 15, devices, and multiple sites.
For more capacity to support larger-size deployments, you can stack additional servers as required. And in
smaller-size deployments with fewer than users, typically more applications can be supported per server. This
medium-density model typically supports from 4 to 6 collaboration applications in deployments sized for 1, to
5, users, 3, to 15, devices, and multiple sites. For more capacity to support larger-size deployments, simply
stack additional servers. And in smaller-size deployments with fewer than 1, users, typically more applications
can be supported per server. BE platform models ship with a preinstalled virtualization hypervisor and
preloaded software applications that are ready to deploy.
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